Host Scooter says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= BEGIN MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=

CIV_Knote says:
::Settles in at helm::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: In Main engineering ::

MO_Tiara says:
::in sickbay::

XO_Keorn says:
::On Bridge looking over duty schedules and report logging::

SO_Weaver says:
::rummaging through the closet in his quarters, tossing various objects every which way::

CNS_Mrai says:
::enters the triton through the space docks airlock, takes a deep breath:: ah good to be back

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Triton has made its way back to Elocks Spacedock, and has managed to reinstall the warp core and associated hardware with assistance. Things are, for the most part... half-working.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Running a diagnostics on Warp engines::

CSO_Nash says:
:: On the Bridge running diagnostics on the sensors, just doing some fine tuning to make sure they don't miss anything in our path::

CIV_Knote says:
::checks relays for impulse and warp control::

CNS_Mrai says:
::heads towards the counselors office::

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: Mr. Knote I would like to thank you publicly for the excellent assistance you have given us and the ship during your stay and would like to let you know that you are welcome here, I know that some of the times it seems to the contrary

CEO_Jarek says:
CNS:~~~~ Hello Counselor ~~~~

CSO_Nash says:
SO: Mr. Weaver if you wouldn't mind going to astrometrics and helping me calibrate the sensors from there

CIV_Knote says:
::Turns, surprised the Klingon even knew he was aboard::

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Thank you sir, and by the way congratulations on the promotion.

CNS_Mrai says:
~~~~ whhhhoooo,i forgot about all the telepaths on this ship, hello Jarek. ~~~~

SO_Weaver says:
::Tosses a few empty duffels across the room;  just Knows that padd is in here somewhere::

XO_Keorn says:
::Gives the civilian a small smile:: CIV: Thank you

CIV_Knote says:
::Feeling better about himself, Knote turns back to the helm console::

CNS_Mrai says:
::walks into his new office, puts down his bags, and leaves, heading towards the bridge::

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* The Warp core is reinstalled ,and running a few adjustments on her...She should be fully operational shortly

XO_Keorn says:
CTO: have all the "guests" departed?

CNS_Mrai says:
TL: bridge

CIV_Knote says:
::Sees that Mr. Mrai has returned for service, as a Counselor no less::

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks around for CTO::

CIV_Knote says:
XO: CTO apparently is still on the Station.

SO_Weaver says:
Self:  I have to clean this out... ::digs through a pile of clothes::  Found it!  ::holds up the padd, smiling::

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: He was supposed to be here, can you pull up the departing list

Host CO_Winters says:
:: looking out through the window of his ready room as the stars fly by ::

CIV_Knote says:
XO: ALL the "guests" have disembarked. ::mutters, thank the gods::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Encounters no problems with regular sensors. Decides to run a diagnostic on the sensor pod:: Computer: Run a level 1 diagnostic on the sensor pod authorization Nash Delta 1

Host Scooter says:
<SBOPS> @ COM: Triton: Triton, base engineers have reported that everything they can do with temporary repairs are complete. You're free to leave and head home.

SO_Weaver says:
::practically runs for the door to his quarters, headed for astrometrics::

CNS_Mrai says:
::arrives on the bridge, notice's the FCO is sitting in the XO's chair ::self: hmmm I think I remember reading something about him becoming the XO

CIV_Knote says:
XO: You get that comm?

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* We have warp 5 now sir ,should have full warp in 30 minutes or so

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: Yes

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> CSO: In... i..i..ii..in progress... ::weird processing noises::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: walks out onto the bridge :: XO: Report.

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Ready to leave on your command sir.

SO_Weaver says:
::Slams right into his door and falls backwards::  Aloud:  What the!?

XO_Keorn says:
CO: we are all patched up and ready to proceed to SB412, We have been given the green light to leave

CIV_Knote says:
::Readies to loose the umbilicals and docking clamps::

SO_Weaver says:
::Stands up and stares the door down, with a raised eyebrow::

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Then by all means Mr. Knote, take us out.

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: The SO hears odd ghost whispering voices over the speakers inside his quarters

SO_Weaver says:
::Tries to operate the controls, but to no avail.  The door won't open::

CIV_Knote says:
::Drops umbilicals, unlocks clamps engages thrusters::

XO_Keorn says:
*CEO* No need to push it, we are set to dock at SB412 for final repairs

CNS_Mrai says:
::looks around doesn't see the CO, walks up to the new XO:: XO, sir LTJG Mrai reporting back for duty as the CNS this time..

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Reverse thrusters, 1/4.

SO_Weaver says:
::Holds his breath and looks around::  Aloud:  Did someone try to call me on the comm?

CIV_Knote says:
COM: Elocks: departing now.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir, I am getting some anomalous processing data from the sensor pod. I suggest that we run a level 1 diagnostic on the computer

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: At your leisure.

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* Aye sir ,Though I'd like to fix her myself

XO_Keorn says:
CNS: Understood Have you moved your things in

CIV_Knote says:
::Swings the ship about on heading for Starbase 412::

Host CO_Winters says:
::: takes his chair ::

SO_Weaver says:
::Disregards the voices, thinking he's just hearing things...Turns back around, tries to operate the door manually.  Still won't budge::

CNS_Mrai says:
XO: it's all in my office for right now sir

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: The door opens when the SO turns around, but closes when he returns to face it

XO_Keorn says:
*CEO* I understand the feeling but there are some things that need the Starbase to look at, remember procedures

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Clearing Station, heading set for Starbase 412, 1/4 impulse.

SO_Weaver says:
::Spins on his heel and looks at the door, blinking::

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* I sir I am aware of protocols

XO_Keorn says:
CNS: How long will it take for you to get settled

SO_Weaver says:
::Slowly turns his back to the door::

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: The door opens...

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Looks over results from level 2 diagnostics from the warp core

CIV_Knote says:
::engages Impulse at 3/4::

SO_Weaver says:
::Spins back around::  Door:  Ha!  ::steps toward it::

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: The door closes...

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: on the SO's nose... breaking it

CIV_Knote says:
CO: four minutes to warp limit from Station.

CSO_Nash says:
:: runs  a level 1 diagnostic on the computer::

Host Scooter says:
<Sickbay Computer> M... me... me me me... Medical Emergency... Medically Emergence...

SO_Weaver says:
::grunts and screams...tries to pry the door open::

CNS_Mrai says:
XO: not long sir didn't bring much to the Elocks most of my stuff is at SB412,if you don't mind I would like to stay on the bridge, I can unpack after hours sir

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: The door opens slightly for a moment, enough to release the SO, then closes again

MO_Tiara says:
computer: what is the emergency

SO_Weaver says:
::falls back on his floor, holding his nose::

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> Med... medic.. gency...

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Sickbay power and computers go offline. The room goes dark

CIV_Knote says:
*CEO* What's the warp status now?

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* We have warp 7 sir

XO_Keorn says:
XO: Go ahead and get settled, I am sure whatever mental crisis the crew is having can wait for an hour or two

CEO_Jarek says:
*CIV* Warp 7

XO_Keorn says:
*CEO* Understood

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: Do not exceed warp 5 for safety, we are in no hurry

CNS_Mrai says:
XO: umm yes sir:: turns around and heads back towards the TL::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Setting for warp 5 now.  ::hits buttons::

XO_Keorn says:
CNS: Was there anything else you needed

SO_Weaver says:
::Stands and turns his back on the door, ever stubborn, not even slightly worried about his nose at the moment::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Deciders to run a level 3 diagnostic on the computer for the sake of saving time.:: Computer: Run a Level 3 Diagnostic on the computer

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: The door opens...

SO_Weaver says:
::Walks backward, slowly...::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Gathers all information for the engineers at SB412 on damage and repairs

MO_Tiara says:
::stumbles around in the dark::

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> CSO: Level 31 diagnostic complete. The computer has a headache.

Host Scooter says:
ATION: The door stays open...

CNS_Mrai says:
::turns back around at the door after hearing the XO:: no sir, just that I’m glad to back on the triton sir

SO_Weaver says:
::Doesn't walk backward very well.   Trips and falls out the door::

XO_Keorn says:
CNS: It is good to have you back

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir I just registered a blackout in sickbay

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* Warp engines running nominal sir

CIV_Knote says:
::checks position and heading with navigation buoys::

CNS_Mrai says:
XO: thank you sir, well until a little later, have a nice day sir

CSO_Nash says:
:: notes the response from the computer and records it for the base techs::

CIV_Knote says:
::Gives a large sigh and leans back in chair::

XO_Keorn says:
*CEO* Understood, when you have the listing of damaged systems for SB 412 send it on to Mr. Knote and he will send it to the Base

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: ETA to Starbase 412?

SO_Weaver says:
::Climbs to his feet and heads for the TL::

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* Working on it now sir

CIV_Knote says:
CO: At present warp 17 hours 12 minutes.

XO_Keorn says:
*CEO* Figured you would be

CNS_Mrai says:
::enter TL::TL: sickbay

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Raises left eyebrow::

XO_Keorn says:
CO: It appears we have done everything we can until we reach SB214

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Lets give Warp 6 a try.

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Timewarp!!! (ooh) it's now roughly 18 hours later, and Triton is on approach to SB412

CIV_Knote says:
::Having heard the CSO about blackout in sickbay, checks the power distribution.

CIV_Knote says:
COM: SB 412: Request permission to dock.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CIV* Transferring damage control list to you now

CNS_Mrai says:
::looks around his new quarters:: ah this should do for now, until I get the rest of my stuff

CIV_Knote says:
CO: On approach to SB 412.

Host Scooter says:
<SBOPS> @ COM: Triton: Docking permissions granted. Your usual berth is open. Please switch control to computer.

SO_Weaver says:
::On the bridge, nose repaired.  Hasn't gone back to his quarters since the earlier incident::

CIV_Knote says:
*CEO* Got it. thanks. ::waits for reports from other departments::

CNS_Mrai says:
::exits his room and heads towards the TL::

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Pass control to the computer.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Hopes those SB Engineers fix her right::

CIV_Knote says:
COM: SB OPS: Acknowledged, switching now. ::gives station computer docking control::

Host Scooter says:
<SBOPS> @ ::as a side note:: COM: Triton: Oh and your crew might enjoy some of our newer shops and lounges that have just opened up since your last skirmish in the unknown.

CNS_Mrai says:
::enter TL::TL: bridge  ::starts to whistle some old tune he heard while he was attending his reenlistment classes

SO_Weaver says:
::eyes the Sci 2 console carefully, a little wary of all computer systems::

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> Station control lock established... Now initiating saucer separation sequence.

CIV_Knote says:
::Waits for SB computer to take over.  Really dislikes this part::

CIV_Knote says:
ALL: What?

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Heads for the bridge::

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
@:: watches the people around her shop ::

Host CO_Winters says:
COM: SBOPS: Look forward to it.

CIV_Knote says:
::hits buttons::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Enters TL::

SO_Weaver says:
CIV:  Perhaps I'm mistaken, but I don't think saucer separation is standard docking procedure.

CIV_Knote says:
Computer: Stop separation sequence.

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: did it just say that the saucer is separating

Host CO_Winters says:
Computer: Our saucer doesn't separate.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: obviously a computer bug ::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Exits TL on the Bridge::

CIV_Knote says:
XO: It did, and I have no idea what will happen it tried that.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Suggest I do manual docking.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Heads for engineering 1 console::

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> Separation sequence has been paused. Core operating system self-purge in progress.

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: All stop. We don't want this thing flying us in.

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Agreed.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Aye sir, all stop.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: At engineering 1 console

Host CO_Winters says:
Com: SBOPS: We have a problem, we will be stopping right here for a few minutes. The computer is trying to separate the saucer.

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Mr. Jarek, I suggest you run a full diagnostic on the computer system.

XO_Keorn says:
CO: Sir I can do the docking manually if you want

CIV_Knote says:
CO: All stopped sir, 7000 km from Starbase.

Host Scooter says:
<SBOPS> @ ::long silence...:: COM: Triton: Umm... well okay Triton. We'll be waiting.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Aye sir

SO_Weaver says:
::sighs for the millionth time today, then tries to track down a possible computer problem by running several diagnostics::

CNS_Mrai says:
::enter the bridge still whistling, walks over towards the big chairs

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Begins running level 5 diagnostics on Main computers::

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sir I ran a diagnostic, and all it told was that the computer has a headache, sir

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks at the big Klingon wondering why he doesn't want Knote to dock::

CIV_Knote says:
::Checks impulse and thrusters again::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Begins getting some results from diagnostics::

CIV_Knote says:
CO/XO: Impulse and thrusters seem to be operational.

Host CO_Winters says:
CSO: And you didn’t find anything wrong with that/

CIV_Knote says:
::Hears CSO and giggles::

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: Do you feel confident in manually docking?

CSO_Nash says:
CO: Yes sir. I put in the log for the station techs

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Sure 'nough.

CIV_Knote says:
::gulps::

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: Ok, do you want a copilot?

CIV_Knote says:
::Sends Department reports to Station OPS::

Host CO_Winters says:
Computer: Current Time.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Some preliminary results are in on the diagnostics. Seems there was a power surge during the propulsion tests

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks at XO out of corner of eye and nods::

CNS_Mrai says:
::sees  the third big chair, and sits in it, still whistling and watching what’s going on; on the bridge::

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> CO: Current time is 0430 hours, Stardate 4212.07

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: That shorted out some isoliner chips in the main computer

XO_Keorn says:
::takes FCO station relieving "redshirt"::

Host CO_Winters says:
Computer: What was the Stardate exactly seven days ago?

CIV_Knote says:
::Stands so XO can sit at helm::

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> CO: Stardate 9307.06

Host CO_Winters says:
Computer: And can you explain why you think we have traveled back in time?

CIV_Knote says:
::Moves to OPS console::

XO_Keorn says:
::Sits at FCO Station::  CIV: Please assist me at the OPS station

SO_Weaver says:
::listens to the CO's "conversation" with the computer::

Host CO_Winters says:
Com: Starbase: Can you tractor us in please.

CIV_Knote says:
XO: ::Miffed:: Certainly sir.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: It would appear that banks 2 and 3 have been almost melted by the power surge sir

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Can you restore from backups and shut those banks down?

XO_Keorn says:
::Looks back at the CO:: CIV: I guess we will be tractor

CIV_Knote says:
Self: Fine speech he made, then kicks me out of helm.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: We could reroute through secondary systems

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Seems so....sir.

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Try it

Host CO_Winters says:
Computer: Respond.

XO_Keorn says:
::stands up and returns helm with a weak smile:: CIV:  Sorry

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Reroutes Main computer banks 2 and 3 through secondary systems

CNS_Mrai says:
::ears perk up, at the CO's last statement to the computer::

Host Scooter says:
<SBOPS> @ COM: Triton: One moment

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Try it now sir

CIV_Knote says:
::Brings up power distribution on OPS' console.::

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Take the warp engines offline as well as impulse.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Aye sir

Host CO_Winters says:
Computer: Respond.

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> ::weird noises:: CO: The computer has a flu.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Begins engine shut down::

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: I don't want the computer taking us for a joy ride.

CIV_Knote says:
::Laughs at computer's statement::

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Mr. Jarek, make sure the computer can't turn them back on if you please.

Host CO_Winters says:
Computer: Then take a pill.

XO_Keorn says:
CO: understood

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Locking out Main computer to Helm and engineering now

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Great. I thought Elocks would have made sure these things were fixed.

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Shut down all nonessentials?

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Yes make the computer as unbusy as possible.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Lock out complete sir

CNS_Mrai says:
CO: sir did I hear that correctly are computer has the flu, that doesn't sound good, umm I thought we just had that thing fixed a short time ago,

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Another 15 minutes later, the Triton has been tractored in. The crew is now on the station, enjoying the new shops... or so we think

CIV_Knote says:
::Checks all spaces for life signs and turns off power to unoccupied spaces::

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
:: looks around ::

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Permission to stay on board sir and work on the Main computer

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Granted.

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Work with Starbase engineers.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Thank you sir

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks around his quarters before leaving to go to station::

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Aye sir

CNS_Mrai says:
CO: if I may sir, I need to go get the rest of my stuff, hopefully this time it all made it here

Host CO_Winters says:
CEO: Actually Mr. Jarek, I think the Starbase people can take care of it. We can all use some shore leave. That is an order.

CIV_Knote says:
::Takes turbolift from deck 30 up to saucer deck 10::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Meets with Starbase engineers and begins repairs::

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Aye sir :: Raises Eyebrow::

CIV_Knote says:
::muttering:: Self: Will have to see about getting better quarters one of these days.

CIV_Knote says:
Computer: Computer, log me out for station.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Locks out station:: :: Heads for the TL

CSO_Nash says:
:: In his quarters looking at the wall of weapons he has and what he needs for his collection. :: Self: Well let me see I have all  the Vulcan, Romulan, and Federation weapons, Now I just have a daktagh and the Batleth to go for the Klingon memorial to weapons

CIV_Knote says:
<Computer>CIV: Noted, Mr. Knote is on station.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Mr. Knote may I join you

CIV_Knote says:
::Steps through station airlock, turns at CEO's voice::

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: Of course Mr. Jarek.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Beams directly to the promenade area of the station::

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Thank you

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: I had no particular plans, how about you?

Host CO_Winters says:
:: feels head pounding ::

XO_Keorn says:
::Moves around quarters, looking for the present for Lyanna::

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: You have done a ....competent job as FCO Mr. Knote

CIV_Knote says:
::Realizes this really is a compliment:: CEO: Thank you.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Actually I was hoping you could teach me a little about Humor

CNS_Mrai says:
::exits bridge, enters TL, patting down pockets:: self dang burn it where did I put it, ah ha here it is I need to find this chief umm, heck can't read this name, anyways need to find this chief somewhere in the shuttlebays in order to get the rest of my stuff..

CIV_Knote says:
::Brows raise:: CEO: Me? ::laughs::

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
:: carefully watches the people around her shop ::

XO_Keorn says:
::finds gift and moves to nearest airlock::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: walks off the ship and onto the stations deck with the new stores ::

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: and what kind interests you?

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: You seem to be quite Humorous

Host Scooter says:
<Lt_Buzzball> ::sees a few Triton crew:: All: I would recommend Shani's Shack. It's a nice little place.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Slapstick and off the cuff ,so to speak

CSO_Nash says:
:: starts looking around for a shop that might cater to his tastes:: Computer: Can you direct me to the nearest shop that would have Klingon ceremonial weapons

XO_Keorn says:
Computer: Location of Lyanna Adrel

Host CO_Winters says:
Buzzball: Thanks.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: walks a little further and sees the store ::

CIV_Knote says:
CEO:: ::nods:: I see.  ::points to turbolift::

CNS_Mrai says:
::enter the Starbase through the nearest airlock, and heads towards the shuttlebays::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Follows Mr. Knote::

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> XO: Lyanna Adrel is in a closed-door Conceptual Shield Framing design meeting until 2300 hours.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: Walks into Shani's shack ::

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
:: looks over at Winters as he walks in ::

CIV_Knote says:
::CEO and Knote enter TL:: TL: Deck 14, promenade.

CSO_Nash says:
:: sees everybody else and heads into Shanni's Shack::

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Have you noticed that Triton tends to veer a little to port

Host CO_Winters says:
Shani: This store was recommended.

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: Thought we'd stroll the promenade as we talk.

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
Winters:  Really?

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: If you tweak the helm control .02 degrees to starboard it compensates nicely

Host CO_Winters says:
Shani: Yes, what is your specialty.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Fine with me

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
Winters:  That depends on what you're looking for.

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: Veer to port? Heh, it hasn't been flying correctly enough for me to figure out which way is the right way. ::laughs::

CIV_Knote says:
CEO; Noted. ::gives sly smile::

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: I would be glad to assist if I can

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
Winters:  Anything in particular?

XO_Keorn says:
::resigns to wait someplace for her:: Computer: Record message for Lyanna Adrel to be delivered 5 min upon meeting completion

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: As the CEO I'd think you'd be doing that from Engineering. ::grins::

CNS_Mrai says:
::enter the closest shuttlebay, and sees his stuff in there packing boxes, looks around ,but can't find a certain box that he is looking for, looks around and sees a petty officer on the other side  working on some other crates, starts to walk over::

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: In some ways I miss the Bridge

Host CO_Winters says:
Shani: I don't know, I just got back from a long trip. What do you recommend?

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> XO: Recording.

CIV_Knote says:
::Stops to look at some trinkets::

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
Winters:  Long trip...hmmm....

XO_Keorn says:
::records message to have Lyanna meet him in Shani's Shack after meeting::

Host Scooter says:
<Computer> CSO: Shani's Shack is recommended for all culture, including Klingon.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: But I have been waiting to do something I have been trained for a long time

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: I can imagine, but there should be more than enough to keep you busy down there.

XO_Keorn says:
::makes his way to Shack::

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Agreed

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
Winters:  Almost anything is nice after a long trip.

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: You like BBQ ribs?

Host CO_Winters says:
Shani: I was never much of a shopper.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Looks at Mr. Knote...Raises Eyebrow::

XO_Keorn says:
::enters store and is assaulted by new smells::

CSO_Nash says:
Shani: I wonder if you could direct me to a shop that might cater to the more exotic weapons. I have a collection of all the weapons except for 2 Klingon weapons to complete my memorials to all the known races

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Do not know what they are

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: Ole Texan food, good and greasy.

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
CSO:  Klingon weapons?  Which ones?

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: Follow me.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: I am ..............Game if that is the correct metaphor

CSO_Nash says:
Shani: Mainly a dah'tag, and the bat'leth

CNS_Mrai says:
::reaches the petty officer:: excuse me but I see my stuff over there:: points towards his crates:: and I would like to do whatever I need to do to get them sent to my quarters on the triton

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: Game...::Laughs:: that's a good one.

XO_Keorn says:
::sits at a corner table watching and listening to the patrons::

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
:: glances at Winters ::  CO:  Go ahead and look around.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Was that Humor

Host CO_Winters says:
:: rather miffed about being left and starts looking around ::

CIV_Knote says:
::Enters turbolift and waits for CEO:: CEO: Yes it was.

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
:: listens to the CSO then pulls two boxes out ::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Enters TL::

CIV_Knote says:
TL: Deck 15 Market Square.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Gives a Vulcan Grin::

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: 'Twas funny because the ribs use to come from "game."

Host CO_Winters says:
:: picks up a cheap looking thing and looks at it ::

CIV_Knote says:
::Exits turbolift and turns left::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Opens the boxes to inspect the merchandise and gives Shani a thankful grin:: Shani: They're perfect

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: I do not understand

Shopkeeper_Shani says:
:: smiles ::  CSO:  I thought so.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Have you ever tried Romulan Ale ?

CNS_Mrai says:
<petty officer>:ahh you must mean all that stuff over there well, just sign on that  PADD on top of that first crate, and oh bye the way we had to put one of the crates into quarantine, it was scanned it held an animal of some sort that we didn't recognize I would suggest seeing the security officer on the station to try and claim it

Host CO_Winters says:
:: sees a sign "You try it you buy it" and quickly puts down the object ::

CIV_Knote says:
::Talks over shoulder as they walk on:: CEO: Game is wildlife...use to be hunted and eaten.

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: Nope.

CEO_Jarek says:
CIV: Ah like Maarak

CSO_Nash says:
:: Makes his way to the register and thinks:: Self: Boy I will have to go on several missions to make this up

CIV_Knote says:
::Pauses in front of shop:: CEO: Here we go.

CIV_Knote says:
CEO: Maarak?

XO_Keorn says:
::stands and walks to CO:: CO: find anything interesting

Host Scooter says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
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